The transcription factors SOX9 and SOX5/SOX6 cooperate genome-wide through super-enhancers to drive chondrogenesis
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ABSTRACT

SOX9 is a transcriptional activator required for chondrogenesis, and SOX5 and SOX6 are closely related DNA-binding proteins that critically enhance its function. We use here genome-wide approaches to gain novel insights into the full spectrum of the target genes and modes of action of this chondrogenic trio. Using the RCS cell line as a faithful model for proliferating/early prehypertrophic growth plate chondrocytes, we uncover that SOX6 and SOX9 bind thousands of genomic sites, frequently and most efficiently near each other. SOX9 recognizes pairs of inverted SOX motifs, whereas SOX6 favors pairs of tandem SOX motifs. The SOX proteins primarily target enhancers. While binding to a small fraction of typical enhancers, they bind multiple sites on almost all super-enhancers (SEs) present in RCS cells. These SEs are predominantly linked to cartilage-specific genes. The SOX proteins effectively work together to activate these SEs and are required for in vivo expression of their associated genes. These genes encode key regulatory factors, including the SOX trio proteins, and all essential cartilage extracellular matrix components. Chst11, Fgfr3, Runx2 and Runx3 are among many other newly identified SOX trio targets. SOX9 and SOX5/SOX6 thus cooperate genome-wide, primarily through SEs, to implement the growth plate chondrocyte differentiation program.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of the chondrocyte lineage contributed fundamentally during evolution to the foundation of the vertebrate phylum. Chondrocytes build hundreds of cartilaginous anlagen during vertebrate embryogenesis. These structures provide morphological and mechanical body support, and their unique ability to elongate fast drives body growth. Cartilage is either maintained throughout life, namely in articular joints and airways, or is progressively remodeled during fetal and postnatal development to give rise to most craniofacial, axial and appendicular bones (1–3). Cartilage disorders exist in many forms in humans. Chondrodysplasias affect skeleton patterning, growth and ossification (4). They can be lethal in early life or cause lifelong disadvantages, such as dwarfism. Cartilage degenerative diseases, in contrast, typically develop in middle and old age. Their most prevalent form, osteoarthritis, leads to progressive deterioration of articular cartilage and to remodeling of adjacent tissues, causing severe joint pain, deformation and incapacitation (5). The present study was designed based on the principle that reaching a deep understanding of the regulatory mechanisms that underlie normal chondrogenesis will be instrumental to offer rational approaches to improve the treatments that today are still suboptimal for most of these diseases.

Chondrocytes arise in development from multipotent mesenchymal progenitor cells, as do osteoblasts, synovial fibroblasts, bone marrow stromal cells and adipocytes (1–3). Once settled in skeletogenic sites, progenitor cells coalesce into precartilaginous condensations and activate the chondrocyte differentiation program. Early-stage chondrocytes proliferate and build an abundant, cartilage-specific extracellular matrix. They express such genes as Col2a1 (encoding collagen type II) and Acan (proteoglycan aggrecan). Elongation of cartilage anlagen occurs in growth plates, structures in which chondrocytes proceed through terminal maturation steps in a precise spatial and temporal manner. They proliferate and produce cartilage matrix while aligning into longitudinal columns. They then cease proliferation, become prehypertrophic and express novel markers, such as Ihh (Indian hedgehog). As they become hypertrophic, they turn off most early markers and activate unique ones, including Col10a1 (collagen type X). They eventually die or switch to the osteoblast fate to participate in endochondral ossification. Chondrocytes forming permanent cartilage never proceed through these growth plate maturation steps. They keep expressing pancartilagi-
nous early-chondrocyte markers and also express tissue-specific markers. For instance, superficial articular chondrocytes distinctively express Prg4 (lubricin).

Complex molecular networks regulate the lineage commitment, differentiation status and activity of chondrocytes. Ranking high in these networks is a trio of transcription factors composed of SOX5 (originally referred to as L-SOX5 (6) or SOX5L (7)), SOX6 and SOX9. These proteins exhibit a DNA-binding domain >50% identical to that of their family founder, SRY (encoded by the sex-determining region on the Y chromosome) (8). Within the SOX family, SOX5 and SOX6 belong to the SOXD group (9). They share >90% identity in their SRY-related box (SOX) domain and in their coiled-coil homodimerization domain. As a SOXE group member, SOX9 shares only 50% identity with SOX5 and SOX6 in the SOX domain and possesses a different type of homodimerization domain (10). SOX9 also carries a potent transactivation domain, whereas SOX5 and SOX6 do not. Sox9 expression in mesenchymal progenitors precedes condensation and increases at the onset of Sox5 and Sox6 expression in early chondrocytes (6,11,12). Expression of the three SOX genes culminates in growth plate proliferating and prehypertrophic chondrocytes, and is abruptly turned off when chondrocytes undergo hypertrophy. Sox9 is required for chondrogenesis. Its importance in this process was first revealed when heterozygous mutations within and around its gene were found to cause campomelic dysplasia, a human syndrome with severely malformed cartilage (13,14). Conditional inactivation of Sox9 in mouse embryo mesenchymal progenitors was shown to preclude precartilaginous condensation and its inactivation at the onset of chondrocyte differentiation to hinder overt chondrogenesis (15). Sox9 inactivation in fully differentiated chondrocytes triggers growth plate and articular cartilage failure (16,17). Unlike SOX9, SOX5 and SOX6 are not required for cartilage inactivation in fully differentiated chondrocytes. They are nevertheless necessary for efficient chondrogenesis. Global inactivation of either Sox5 or Sox6 leads to mild defects in skeletogenesis (18–20). However, co-inactivation of the two genes results in stunted, matrix-deficient cartilage primordia and in underdeveloped growth plate and articular cartilage, despite close-to-normal expression of Sox9. Based on these in vivo data and on virtually identical DNA-binding and transactivation properties in vitro, it is believed that SOX5 and SOX6 have largely redundant functions in the cartilage lineage. Results from molecular analyses, performed so far for only a limited set of genes, have proposed that SOX9 is required to turn on and maintain chondrocyte-specific genes and that SOX5/6 strikingly augment SOX9’s transcriptional activity by securing SOX9 binding to DNA (6,21). Recent high-throughput chromatin immunoprecipitation-based experiments (ChIP-on-chip and ChIP-seq) have added support to this proposed role for SOX9 and have suggested that the factor might directly control a large set of genes in chondrocytes (22,23). Such studies, however, have not yet been reported for SOX5 and SOX6 in chondrocytes. In addition to transactivating genes, the SOX trio proteins have been proposed to directly repress genes in chondrocytes and other cell types. For instance, evidence was put forward that SOX9 might cooperate with GLI factors to repress hypertrophic chondrocyte markers (24); that SOX5 and/or SOX6 compete with SOX9 for DNA binding and thereby block oligodendrocyte and melanocyte differentiation (25,26); and that SOX6 also represses specific gene sets in erythroid cells and in skeletal myoblasts (27–29). Interestingly, a recent study in the hair follicle cell lineage has uncovered an additional, pioneer role for SOX9 in transcription (30). This role is to serve as a chromatin rheostat of the dynamic profiles of super-enhancers (SEs). The notion of SEs was recently introduced to designate very active enhancers or clusters of enhancers that are used as hubs by master transcription factors to govern the expression of major cell identity genes in embryonic stem cells and other cell types (31,32). Cells generally exhibit a few hundreds of SEs and several thousands of other enhancers, referred to as typical enhancers (TEs).

We here use state-of-the-art genome-wide approaches to deepen our knowledge and understanding of the genomic actions of SOX9 and SOX5/6 in chondrocytes. Using a cell line that faithfully models growth plate chondrocytes, we uncover that the SOX trio proteins closely cooperate with each other genome-wide. They use SEs to effectively activate a large set of chondrocyte-specific genes and thereby implement the unique differentiation and regulatory program of these cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and animals

Rat chondrosarcoma (RCS) cells were a gift from Dr Kimura (33). HEK-293 and COS-7 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). All cells were cultured in monolayer in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies), 2 mM glutamine and 100 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin. Animal experiments were performed as approved by the Cleveland Clinic Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Neonatal Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River) were used to harvest rib cartilage immediately upon euthanasia. Mice carrying Sox5 (34), Sox6 (35) or Sox9 (36) conditional null alleles, and an ATC (17) or Prx1Cre transgene (37) were described. ATC is a bi-transgene that produces the Cre recombinase in the cartilage-specific domain of an Acan enhancer upon mouse treatment with doxycycline (tetraacycline analogue), whereas Prx1Cre produces Cre in limb bud mesenchyme. Pregnant mothers carrying Sox5(+/−)/ATC or Sox9(+/−)/ATC embryos received drinking water supplemented with doxycycline from gestation day 13.5 (E13.5) and fetuses were harvested at E16.5, as described (17).

RNA-seq assay and data analysis

RCS cells were harvested at 95% confluence in Buffer RLT (Qiagen). Neonatal rat rib cartilage was dissected with scalpels to remove most adjacent tissue, but to leave growth plate, articular cartilage and perichondrium intact. Samples were homogenized using an Omni TH Tissue Homogenizer equipped with a hard-tissue probe (Omni International). Total RNA was extracted and purified using RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). RNA samples were prepared in triplicates from independently cultured RCS cell populations and from
different rats. RNA quality and quantity were assessed using a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies). Only samples with an RNA integrity number (RIN) > 7.5 were used. Libraries were generated from 250 ng RNA using TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Sample Prep Kit (Illumina). Sequencing was carried out using Illumina HiSeq 2500 System (Genomics Core Facility, University of Chicago). FASTQ files from these samples and from 2-week-old female rat liver (GEO SRA SRP037986 database, NCBI) were uploaded in Strand NGS software for analysis. Single-end reads were mapped to the rn5 rat genome assembly. Ensembl tools were used for transcript annotation and gene expression analysis. RNA levels were normalized using DESeq (38). RNAs whose level was $\geq 3$ NRPKM (normalized reads per kilobase of exon model per million mapped sequence) were considered significantly present. For analyses of differential expression levels between RCS cells and ribs, the cut-off was set at greater than or equal to two-fold change with a $P$-value < 0.05 in a Moderated $t$-test followed by Benjamin-Hochberg multiple testing corrections.

**ChIP-seq assay**

Chromatin was prepared and immunoprecipitated following a modified procedure (39). Briefly, RCS cells were cultured in three or four dishes (10-cm in diameter) per sample and incubated for 15 min at room temperature in culture medium supplemented with 1 or 1.5% paraformaldehyde. Chromatin crosslinking was stopped by adding 5% of 2.5 M glycine solution and incubating cells on ice for 5 min. Cells were then rinsed three times with ice-cold phosphate buffered saline and lysed on ice in buffer 1 (1 ml per dish; 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 10% glycerol, 0.5% IGEPAL® CA-630, 0.25% Triton X-100 and Protease Inhibitor Cocktail [Roche]). Following centrifugation, cell pellets were treated with buffer 2 (1 ml per dish; 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA) and protease inhibitor cocktail) at room temperature for 10 min. Chromatin was resuspended in buffer 3 (1 ml per immunoprecipitation; 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, 5% Sarkosyl and PIC) and sheared into 100- to 500-bp fragments using a Branson D250 Sonifier or Diagenode Bioruptor. Supernatants were recovered after centrifugation at 6000 g for 5 min. Each microgram of rabbit polyclonal antibodies against SOX9 (AB5535, Millipore) or SOX6 (ab30455, Abcam), 2 μg of rabbit polyclonal antibodies against H3K27ac (ab4729, Abcam), H3K4me1 (ab8895, Abcam), H3K4me3 (ab8580, Abcam) or H3K9me3 (ab8899, Abcam), or an equal amount of rabbit non-immune IgG (12–370, Millipore) were coupled to 20 μl Dynabeads (Life Technologies). Chromatin samples were incubated with antibody-conjugated beads at 4°C overnight. Immunoprecipitated chromatin was washed with RIPA buffer (1% IGEPAL CA-630 [Sigma-Aldrich], 1% sodium deoxycholate, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5 and 0.5% LiCl) and recovered by incubation in elution buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA and 1% SDS) at 65°C for 15 min. After centrifugation at 13 000 rpm for 1 min, supernatants were collected and incubated overnight at 65°C to reverse crosslinking. DNA was purified by phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol extraction and ethanol precipitation. Ten ng of ChIP-ed DNA was used per sample for library preparation. Single-end 50-base sequence reads were obtained using Illumina HiSeq 2500 System and mapped to rn5 using Strand NGS software (version 1.6).

**Analyses of ChIP-seq peaks, SOX motifs and super-enhancers**

Peaks for SOX6, SOX9 and histone modifications were identified using MACS software (version 1.4.5) with default settings (40). Peaks displaying a false discovery rate $\leq 1%$ were retained for analysis. Input libraries were used as controls for peak calling. Strand NGS software was used for peak visualization and region comparison, and the PAVIS tool was used for peak annotation (41). Each peak was assigned to the nearest gene as follows: (1) peaks present within a gene were assigned to this gene; (2) peaks located between two genes were assigned to the gene having the closer transcription start or stop site; and (3) peaks located $> 250$ kb away from any gene were not assigned to any gene (intergenic peaks). The overlap of SOX6 and SOX9 peaks was calculated by entering the peak chromosomal coordinates in the Compare Two Region Lists program of Strand NGS software. Distances between SOX6 and SOX9 peak summits were calculated by entering the summit chromosomal coordinates in the same program. Fold enrichment differences between SOX peak groups were analyzed using GraphPad Prism 6 and statistical significance ($P < 0.05$) was calculated using the one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey multiple comparison test. De novo motif discovery was performed by uploading 500-bp sequences centered on SOX peak summits into the MEME suite MEME-ChIP and GLAM2 programs and using default algorithm parameters (42). MEME suite CentriMo was used using default settings to analyze central enrichment of DNA motifs in ChIP-seq peaks (43). The probability that the best match to a SOX9 or SOX6 motif would be located in the central region of ChIP-seq peaks, if these motifs were randomly distributed, was calculated as the percentage of the 500-bp peak region occupied by the central region. The MEME suite Analysis of Motif Enrichment (AME) program was used to identify motifs enriched in SOX peaks (44). findPeaks was used to identify SEs (45). As previously described (31,45), H3K27ac enhancer peaks were stitched together if they were located within 12.5 kb of each other. Enhancers were then ranked based on normalized H3K27ac signals. The curve slope was used to distinguish TEs (<1) from SEs ($\geq 1$). The numbers of SOX peaks present within genetic loci were calculated using a Strand NGS customized script. Correlations between SOX peak numbers, genetic locus lengths and RNA levels were evaluated using the Spearman Rank-Order Correlation test in GraphPad Prism 6. Gene ontology analyses of selected peak or gene sets were performed using knowledge-based Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA, QIAGEN Redwood City, www.qiagen.com/ingenuity).
**RESULTS**

RCS cells faithfully express a proliferating/early prehypertrophic growth plate chondrocyte phenotype

The highly dynamic nature of epigenetic and transcriptional landscapes of cells implies that cartilage growth plates are not well suited to unveil relationships between chromatin features and cell type- and differentiation stage-specific gene expression because they are composed of chondrocytes at various stages of maturation. We therefore sought to use a well-characterized, homogenous cell line for our study. The RCS cell line (also called LTR86) was originally derived from a rat Swarm chondrosarcoma and subjected to serial selection steps that only kept a population of cells stably maintaining a chondrocytic appearance in standard monolayer culture (33). The line was shown to robustly express chondrocyte early markers and has therefore been used as a convenient chondrocyte model in many studies (48,50–53). Its exact phenotype, however, has never been fully defined. We therefore used the RNA-seq approach to profile the whole transcriptome of RCS cells and thereby more definitively characterize them. We used neonatal rat ribs (containing growth plate, articular cartilage and non-cartilaginous tissue residues) and 2-week-old female rat liver (non-cartilaginous tissue) as controls. Based on a threshold of 3 NRPKM, RCS cells, ribs and liver were expressing 10 962, 12 494 and 10 679 genes, respectively (Figure 1A). The three samples were sharing 8364 genes. These genes represented 76% of the RCS transcriptome and likely included many ubiquitous housekeeping genes. Two-thirds of the other genes expressed in RCS cells were shared with ribs but not with liver (16%, 1791 genes) and thus likely comprised many chondrocyte-specific genes. The remaining genes were unique to RCS cells (6%, 621 genes) or shared with liver (2%, 186 genes). Of all RCS RNAs, almost 60% were present at levels within a twofold range of those present in ribs (Figure 1B). The same was true for the gene set uniquely shared by RCS cells and ribs (Figure 1C). Many pancartilaginous markers were analyzed and all were found expressed at loyal levels in RCS cells (within five-fold of those in ribs; Table 1A and Supplementary Figure S3). These markers included the genes for Sox5, Sox6 and Sox9; other important regulatory factors, such as WWP2 (a WW domain-containing E3 ubiquitin protein ligase that augments SOX9’s transcriptional activity; (54,55)) and Mir-140; and major cartilage-specific extracellular matrix components. Remarkably, markers of proliferating growth plate chondrocytes were strongly expressed in RCS cells (up to four-fold more highly than in ribs). An example was Fgfr3 (fibroblast growth factor receptor 3; Table 1B). Early prehypertrophic markers, namely Pth1r (parathyroid hormone 1 receptor), Runx2 (RUNT-related transcription factor 2) and Runx3, were strongly expressed too (up to two-fold more highly than in ribs). In contrast, late prehypertrophic markers and hypertrophic markers, such as Ihh and Col10a1, and terminal markers, such as Mmp13 (matrix metalloproteinase 13), were undetectable in RCS cells. Articular cartilage markers, such as Prg4, and fibrocartilage and elastic cartilage markers, such as Eln (elastin) and Coll1a1, were also silent in RCS cells, as so were mesenchymal cell, osteoblast, tenocyte and adipocyte markers (Table 1C–E). The phenotype of RCS cells thus faithfully matches that of growth plate chondrocytes at the proliferating/early prehypertrophic stage. This phenotype elected the cells as a reliable model for our genome-wide study.

**SOX6 and SOX9 bind thousand of sites in the chondrocyte genome**

We employed the ChIP-seq approach to uncover the full spectrum of genomic targets of SOX9 and SOX5/6 in RCS cells. We tested SOX6 and SOX9 using antibodies previously shown to be highly specific (17,28). We did not test SOX5 because of lack of suitable antibodies for this protein and because SOX5 and SOX6 are likely redundant in chondrocytes. Close to 100 million reads were obtained for each protein. SOX9 reads formed 9143 peaks and SOX6 reads formed 12 072 peaks (Figure 2A; Supplementary Tables S3
Table 1. RNA levels of chondrocyte and other cell lineage markers assessed by RNA-seq in RCS cells and rib cartilage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>RCS cells</th>
<th>Ribs</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>RCS cells</th>
<th>Ribs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Pancartilaginous markers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C. Other types of cartilage markers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acan</td>
<td>246.88 ± 41.77</td>
<td>165.35 ± 27.34</td>
<td>Erg</td>
<td>0.86 ± 2.08</td>
<td>67.36 ± 4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col2a1</td>
<td>145.65 ± 27.35</td>
<td>723.65 ± 230.48</td>
<td>Pg4</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.20</td>
<td>5.79 ± 1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col9a1</td>
<td>64.26 ± 5.93</td>
<td>59.10 ± 16.21</td>
<td>Cilp2</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.03</td>
<td>71.98 ± 8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col11a1</td>
<td>174.89 ± 17.31</td>
<td>297.90 ± 57.10</td>
<td>Gdf5</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.1</td>
<td>15.79 ± 2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hapln1</td>
<td>65.14 ± 2.22</td>
<td>53.94 ± 13.11</td>
<td>Bgn</td>
<td>6.97 ± 0.73</td>
<td>300.95 ± 38.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mlt14A</td>
<td>29.05 ± 12.21</td>
<td>39.26 ± 12.17</td>
<td>Col3a1</td>
<td>1.56 ± 0.18</td>
<td>890.50 ± 380.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sox5</td>
<td>45.93 ± 1.35</td>
<td>31.06 ± 10.30</td>
<td>Col3a1</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.20</td>
<td>413.79 ± 93.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sox6</td>
<td>35.19 ± 0.97</td>
<td>37.83 ± 6.40</td>
<td>Sox2</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.5</td>
<td>111.70 ± 4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sox9</td>
<td>49.78 ± 5.83</td>
<td>49.93 ± 8.37</td>
<td>Eln</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.04</td>
<td>117.10 ± 11.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ww2p2</td>
<td>168.07 ± 6.98</td>
<td>139.00 ± 30.47</td>
<td>Dcn</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.05</td>
<td>115.74 ± 11.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Growth plate markers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D. Mesenchyme markers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proliferating/columbar chondrocytes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Col9a1</td>
<td>1.26 ± 0.18</td>
<td>890.50 ± 380.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>175.05 ± 28.66</td>
<td>98.00 ± 8.29</td>
<td>Tnc</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.01</td>
<td>106.82 ± 15.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matn1</td>
<td>166.83 ± 16.11</td>
<td>40.86 ± 7.49</td>
<td>Fn1</td>
<td>64.10 ± 5.88</td>
<td>212.50 ± 6.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pcth1</td>
<td>62.63 ± 7.44</td>
<td>33.09 ± 4.25</td>
<td>Sox2</td>
<td>23.29 ± 0.97</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fgfl3</td>
<td>273.28 ± 23.57</td>
<td>94.92 ± 16.80</td>
<td>E. Non-chondrocytic lineage markers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proliferating, pre/hypertrophic chondrocytes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Osteoblast</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runx2</td>
<td>32.76 ± 2.59</td>
<td>21.96 ± 1.32</td>
<td>Ank1</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.03</td>
<td>9.42 ± 3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runx3</td>
<td>21.88 ± 3.03</td>
<td>9.42 ± 2.33</td>
<td>Bglap</td>
<td>0.94 ± 0.60</td>
<td>30.45 ± 21.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre/hypertrophic chondrocytes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Col1a1</td>
<td>1.26 ± 0.18</td>
<td>890.50 ± 380.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp7</td>
<td>29.06 ± 0.87</td>
<td>23.50 ± 8.65</td>
<td>Isp</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.11</td>
<td>44.08 ± 33.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pth1r</td>
<td>69.95 ± 6.80</td>
<td>66.05 ± 13.10</td>
<td>Runx2</td>
<td>32.76 ± 2.59</td>
<td>21.96 ± 1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre/hypertrophic chondrocytes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sp7</td>
<td>29.06 ± 0.87</td>
<td>23.50 ± 8.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ihh</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.05</td>
<td>2.15 ± 6.23</td>
<td>Tenocyte</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col10a1</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.17</td>
<td>191.35 ± 104.07</td>
<td>Col1a1</td>
<td>1.26 ± 0.18</td>
<td>890.50 ± 380.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bmp6</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.25</td>
<td>16.42 ± 2.78</td>
<td>Sccx</td>
<td>2.61 ± 0.26</td>
<td>30.90 ± 9.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal chondrocytes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tnnm</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>113.04 ± 29.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibsp</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.11</td>
<td>44.08 ± 33.25</td>
<td>Adipocytym</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.23</td>
<td>27.90 ± 16.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misp13</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.37</td>
<td>42.81 ± 30.83</td>
<td>Fabp4</td>
<td>1.17 ± 0.54</td>
<td>110.57 ± 33.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RNA levels are reported as NRPKM. RNAs whose levels are ≥3.00 NRPKM are considered significantly expressed.

and S4). Over a third of these peaks occurred within gene exons and introns. Another third were located upstream of genes. Less than a quarter laid downstream of genes, and a few percent were found >250 kb away from any gene. Altogether, the SOX9 peaks were associated with 5168 genes and the SOX6 peaks with 6151 genes (Figure 2B). Detailed analysis indicated that >40% of these genes had at least one internal SOX peak; about 30% featured their closest SOX peak <10 kb outside of their transcriptional boundaries and the rest had their closest peak between 10 and 50 kb more frequently than between 50 and 250 kb. The SOX trio might thus directly control several thousand genes.
SOX6 and SOX9 bind to distinct, but closely spaced sequences in the chondrocyte genome

Previous analyses of about a dozen genes led to the paradigm that SOX5/6 bind to the same enhancers as SOX9 and thereby secure SOX9 binding to DNA (21). Extending this concept genome-wide, we observed that 65% of SOX9 peaks were overlapping with 50% of SOX6 peaks (Figure 3A). Most overlapping peaks had their summits ≤150 bp apart (51% of all SOX9 peaks; Figure 3B). Others (14% of all SOX9 peaks) had their summits 150–500 bp apart, which is still within the width of most transcriptional units. Noticeably, SOX9 and SOX6 peaks having their summits within 150 bp of each other were more enriched (9.4- and 13.2-fold, respectively) than those having their summits 150 to 500 bp apart (8.3- and 12.1-fold, respectively; Figure 3C). The latter were more enriched than non-overlapping peaks (6.7- and 10.0-fold, respectively). Previous DNA motif analyses indicated that SOX9 contacts cartilage targets by homodimerizing on sequences featuring two SOX motifs oriented head-to-head and separated by 4 nt (A/^A^-/CA^A^-/G[AG][AG]/TTG^A^-/T^A^-) (21,56,57). The SOX motifs often present one or two mismatches and are thus called SOX-like motifs. SOX5 and SOX6 were also shown to bind as dimers (homo- or heterodimers) on sequences featuring two SOX or SOX-like sites (6,21). The distance between the sites and their relative configuration appeared, however, less critical than for SOX9. To identify the sequences most often bound by SOX9 and SOX6 genome-wide, we subjected peak sequences to de novo motif analyses using MEME-ChIP (software designed to discover ungapped motifs). The first and third best-scoring motifs identified by this program in SOX9 peaks matched the previously deduced SOX9 consensus, except that the two SOX sites were separated by 3 or 4 nt (Figure 3D and Supplementary Figure S1A). The second best-scoring motif was a RUNT-domain consensus. For SOX6, MEME-ChIP gave its best score to a 21-bp A-rich motif (Figure 3E). The second place went to a single-SOX motif and the third place to a motif resembling a zinc-finger domain motif (Figure 3E and Supplementary Figure S1B). GLAM2 (software designed to discover motifs with variable-length patterns) gave its best score for SOX9 peaks to a pair of inverted SOX motifs separated by 3 to 5 nt (Supplementary Figure S1C). It also gave high scores to motifs resembling the A-rich motif found by MEME-ChIP in SOX6 peaks. Its best scores for SOX6 peaks went to motifs resembling the SOX6 A-rich motif, followed by a SOX9 consensus motif (Supplementary Figure S1D). An AME search for known DNA-binding protein motifs validated the presence of RUNT motifs in SOX9 and SOX6 peaks and also identified motifs for Forkhead (FOX), zinc-finger and a few other proteins (Supplementary Figure S2A and B).

We used CentriMo to determine whether the motifs identified in SOX9 and SOX6 peaks were centrally enriched. The SOX9 motif showed strong central enrichment in SOX9 peaks, and lower, but still significant central enrichment in SOX6 peaks (Figure 3F). Its profile was multimodal, suggesting that some peaks might involve several SOX9 sites. The SOX6 A-rich motif did not show central enrichment in SOX6 and SOX9 peaks. In contrast, the single-SOX motif exhibited strong central enrichment in SOX6 peaks, and weaker, but still significant central enrichment in SOX9 peaks. Since the SOX9 motif is a pair of SOX sites, we reasoned that the profile obtained for this single-SOX motif was possibly contributed by both SOX6 and SOX9. However, since this motif had a higher maximum probability than the SOX9 motif in SOX6 peaks and a lower maximum probability than the SOX9 motif in SOX9 peaks, we concluded that this motif belonged at least in part to SOX6. CentriMo determined that the SOX9 motif was present in 83% of all SOX9 peaks and in 79% of all SOX6 peaks. The best match to the SOX9 motif in each sequence was centrally enriched in 54% of SOX9 peaks and in 37% of all SOX6 peaks, which is much more than what
Figure 3. SOX6 and SOX9 peak overlap and DNA motif analyses. (A) Overlap between SOX6 and SOX9 peaks in the RCS genome. (B) Cumulative graph showing the percentages of all SOX9 peaks that have their summits within 500 bp of SOX6 peak summits. (C) Global analysis of the fold enrichment.
would be expected from random distribution (29 and 26%, respectively). The single-SOX motif was found in 99% of SOX6 and SOX9 peaks. Its best match in each sequence was centrally enriched in 41% of SOX6 peaks and in 35% of SOX9 peaks, which is also more often than what would be expected from random distribution (22 and 25%, respectively). The peaks that featured a central motif were significantly more enriched than the others, arguing that these peaks reflected high-affinity binding of the SOX proteins to DNA (Supplementary Figure S3A). CentriMo analysis revealed low central enrichment for the RUNT and FOX motifs in SOX6 and SOX9 peaks and no central enrichment for the zinc-finger motif (Supplementary Figure S3B).

These findings and those from previous studies prompted us to further investigate which motif(s) are selected by SOX6 in the chondrocyte genome. We reasoned that the single-SOX motif might only represent a partial SOX6 binding site, since SOX6 binds more avidly in vitro to sequences harboring two SOX or SOX-like motifs than sequences harboring a single motif and since the sequences binding and mediating the function of SOX5/6 in an Acan enhancer contained at least two SOX-like motifs (21). These motifs were present in the same orientation, but were differentially spaced (Supplementary Figure S3C). Since SOX proteins make most of their DNA contacts with A/T pairs (8), we thus reasoned that the A-rich motif might be recognized by SOX6 as a tandem pair of SOX-like motifs. Because the ability of SOX5/6 to bind to tandem SOX sites separated by a variable number of nucleotides had never been tested, we performed EMSAs to address this point and compare SOX5/6 to SOX9. As expected, SOX9 was binding more efficiently to a sequence resembling its consensus than to sequences carrying tandem SOX sites (Figure 3G). SOX5 and SOX6 were able to bind to the SOX9 consensus as easily as to tandem sites separated by 0 or 2 nt, but they markedly preferred tandem SOX sites separated by 6 nt. Altogether, these data supported the notion that SOX6 might preferentially bind tandem SOX or SOX-like sites in the chondrocyte genome. We further tested this possibility by analyzing the sequences of SOX6 and SOX9 peaks in enhancer regions associated with chondrocyte-specific genes (Acan, Chst11, Fgrf3, Runx2 and Runx3). This analysis identified strong SOX9 motifs close to SOX9 peak summits and weak ones close to SOX6 peak summits (Supplementary Figure S3C). It also identified strong single-SOX and A-rich motifs close to the SOX6 summits and weak ones close to SOX9 peak summits. Importantly, the single-SOX motifs were frequently present in tandem orientation. Taken together, these data indicated that SOX6 and SOX9 often and most efficiently bind near each other in the chondrocyte genome, but contact distinct DNA motifs. While SOX9 preferentially binds inverted SOX motifs separated by 3 to 5 nt, SOX6 appears to favor pairs of tandem SOX motifs. RUNT domain and possibly other types of transcription factors might directly interact with the SOX trio functionally.

SOX6 and SOX9 bind preferentially to super-enhancers associated with cartilage-specific genes

To start exploring the functional implications of the binding of SOX9 and SOX6 to genomic sequences in chondrocytes, we compared the distribution of the SOX peaks with that of histone modifications. We found that more than two-thirds of the SOX9 and SOX6 peaks (75 and 66%, respectively) were located in regions carrying the H3K27ac signature of active enhancers, and almost as many (65 and 61%) were occupying regions carrying the H3K4me1 mark of poised and active enhancers (Figure 4A). Less than one-third (27 and 29%) were associated with the H3K4me3 mark of active promoters. A few percent coincided with an H3K9me3 mark of transrepression (5 and 4%) and the rest were not associated with any of the histone modifications that we analyzed (6 and 10%). Taking the frequent overlap of histone modifications into account, we deduced that SOX9 and SOX6 were bound almost always at enhancers (92 and 86%, respectively) and only occasionally (2 and 4%) in regions carrying only a repressor or promoter signature (Figure 4B). We then asked whether the SOX trio proteins preferred SEs or TEs. We found that RCS cells contained 19,126 TEs and 724 SEs (Figure 4C; Supplementary Table S6). Interestingly, 89% of the SEs, including all strongest ones, were bound by both SOX6 and SOX9, compared to only 20% of the TEs (Figure 4D and E). The remaining SEs were bound in similar proportions by neither SOX protein (3%), by SOX6 only (4%) and by SOX9 only (4%), whereas other TEs more often lacked SOX peaks (62%) than carried SOX6 peaks (10%).
Figure 4. Association of SOX peaks with histone modifications, super-enhancers (SEs) and gene categories. (A) Percentages of SOX6 and SOX9 peaks associated with histone modifications. (B) Association of SOX peaks with promoters only (positive for H3K4me3, and negative for the other histone modifications) and gene categories.
or SOX9 peaks (8%). The RNA levels of genes associated with SEs were significantly higher than those of genes associated only with TEs, but irrespective of the presence of SOX peaks (Figure 4F). This result is consistent with the concept that SEs ensure high expression of their target genes. Although it indicated that SOX proteins do not confer such a quantitative advantage to their targets, it did not rule out that SOX proteins confer a qualitative advantage to their targets, i.e. specific expression in chondrocytes. Validating this possibility by looking at the genes that were associated with the strongest SEs, we found essential cartilage-specific genes (Figure 4D). These genes included Chst11 (encoding a chondroitin sulfate transferase essential in cartilage proteoglycan synthesis) (58), Col2a1 (α1 chain of collagen type 9), Wwp2, Acan, Sox9, Sox6, Runx2 and Fgrf3. Furthermore, ingenuity pathway analyses demonstrated that disease and physiological system categories highlighting the musculoskeletal system, and cartilage in particular, were the best fits for the 411 genes that were both expressed in RCS cells and associated with SOX6/9-bound SEs (Figure 4G). In contrast, these categories were not included in the top five categories for the genes that were both expressed in RCS cells and associated only with SOX6/9-bound TEs (Figure 4H). Taken together, these data revealed that the SOX trio might critically govern chondrogenesis through SEs.

SOX6 and SOX9 predominantly target active cartilage-specific genes

Global analyses of ChIP-seq data provided new insights on the mechanisms that likely underlie the chondrogenic actions of the SOX trio, but intrinsic limitations, such as predefined criteria for peak assignment to genes, motivated us to complement these analyses by manually inspecting the loci of genes with pivotal functions in cartilage. Col2a1 spans about 30 kb in mammalian genomes (Figure 5A). Its 5′ neighbor (Tmem106c) and 3′ neighbor (Atfl) are located only 17 and 5 kb away, respectively. A 24-kb-long SE encompassed the Col2a1 promoter and most of the gene body. It included the first and sixth introns, where three peaks for each of SOX6 and SOX9 were present. This result was consistent with previous reports (22, 23, 48). Acan spans 61 kb in the rat genome and while its 3′ neighbor (Hapl3) is only 3 kb away, its 5′ neighbor (Isg20) is 150 kb away (Figure 5B). Three SEs were occupying most of the 5′ domain and first intron of Acan. They were displaying 16 SOX9 peaks and 13 SOX6 peaks. Most of the enhancers constituting these SEs were orthologs of cartilage-specific enhancers previously described in human and mice (21, 59), and half of them had an H3K27ac signature in E14.5 mouse limbs (Supplementary Figure S4). Other genes involved in the making of the cartilage extracellular matrix resembled Col2a1 in that their locus was relatively short and featured only one SE bound once or a few times by the SOX proteins. They included Col9a2 (Figure 5C) and Maml1 (matrilin-1; Supplementary Figure S5A). Others resembled Acan in that their locus was large and featured several SEs bound multiple times by SOX6 and SOX9. They included Chst11, Col9a1 and Col11a1 (Figure 5D and Supplementary Figure S5B and C).

Many master transcription factors positively regulate their own genes and those of functional partners, but evidence of this property is incomplete or lacking for the SOX trio (15, 60, 61). Sox9 is compact (5.5 kb), but located 2.0 and 0.5 Mb away, respectively, from its 5′ (Kenj2) and 3′ (Slc39a11) coding neighbors (Figure 5E). A total of 25 Sox9 peaks and 30 Sox6 peaks were detected within Sox9 and its flanking regions. They were distributed within six SEs and a dozen TEs. Among the three enhancers that we previously proposed to be involved in Sox9 auto-regulation (49, 60), E70 was classified as a SE, but E195 and E84 were classified as TEs. Three of the SEs were located 3′ of Sox9 in a region that is near to Slc39a11 and that houses Mir297. Since Mir297 and Slc39a11 are expressed in RCS cells (see Supplementary Table S3 for a list of RNA levels for all genes expressed in RCS cells), it is possible that these SEs control Mir297 or Slc39a11 rather than, or in addition to Sox9. Sox9 inactivation in mouse embryo mesenchyme was previously shown to preclude expression of Sox5 and Sox6 (15), arguing that Sox9 might directly control the genes for its co-factors. Sox5 and Sox6 are very large genes (370 and 560 kb, respectively) and their neighbors are 50–800 kb away (Figure 5F and G). Four SEs were spread over the 5′ half of Sox5 and a few TEs were dispersed in the 3′ flanking region. Most of these enhancers were bound by both SOX6 and SOX9. Sox6 featured one SE at the level of its alleged promoter (marked by an H3K4me3 signature) and multiple TEs spread over its body. Here too, most enhancers were SOX6/9-bound. Altogether, the data consolidated the notion that the SOX trio might directly control its genes in chondrocytes. Intriguingly, a cluster of SOX6/9-bound SEs was located far upstream of Sox6 and several active neighbors (Nucb2, Pik3c2a, Rps13, Plekha7, RgD1311703), raising the possibility that this cluster might remotely coordinate the expression of Sox6 and its neighbors.

We examined other chondrocyte-speciﬁc regulatory genes. Nkx3.2 (encoding the transcriptional repressor

ifications), active enhancers (positive for H3K27ac and negative for H3K4me1), mixed active/posed enhancers (positive for H3K27ac and H3K4me1), poised enhancers (positive for H3K4me1, but negative for H3K27ac), repressors (positive only for H3K4me3), or none of the analyzed histone modifications. The percentages of peaks corresponding to each category are indicated. (C) Ranking of all enhancers detected in RCS cells, based on normalized H3K27ac ChIP-seq signals. The dotted line identiﬁes the boundary (curve slope = 1) between typical enhancers (TEs) and SEs. The number of enhancers in each group is indicated. (D) Sorting of enhancers into groups, based on overlap with no SOX peaks (none), SOX6 peaks, SOX9 peaks, and SOX6 and SOX9 peaks. A few genes associated with SEs are indicated. (E) Percentages and number of SEs and TEs in each of the four groups shown in panel D. (F) Comparison of RNA levels between gene categories made according to the association of genes with SEs or with TEs only and according to the presence or absence of peaks for SOX6 and SOX9 in these enhancers. Red bars indicate mean values. Brackets indicate the gene categories for which one-way ANOVA statistical analysis was performed and showed a P-value < 0.0001. (G and H) Ingenuity pathway analysis of the 411 genes that were expressed in RCS cells and were associated with SE(s) bound by SOX6 and SOX9 (G) and the 2275 genes that were associated only with TE(s) bound by SOX6 and SOX9 (H). Categories most speciﬁcally related to cartilage are highlighted in red. Bars represent the –log of the P-value for the association of genes with each category. The top subcategories in the tissue development and developmental disorders categories are shown for the SE group. D, Development. F, Function.
Figure 5. Distribution of SOX9, SOX6 and histone modification peaks within and around various genes of interest (A to M). Input material is shown for SOX9 (1) and SOX6 (2). ChIP-seq signals are plotted on the Y-axis as total read numbers calculated on a read-per-million basis. They are shown for genomic windows (X-axis) adjusted in each panel to the length of the genetic locus of interest. A double arrow at the top of each panel denotes the size of SOX6/9-bound enhancer clusters that might influence genes of interest. Gene bodies are shown with angled arrows at the transcription start site. Genes of interest are indicated in bold letters. Vertical blue bars indicate the summit of SOX6 and SOX9 peaks. Horizontal red bars denote SEs. Red asterisks indicate peaks selected for reporter assays (see Figure 8). Note that Sox6, Wwp2 and Arid5a display a promoter mark several kb upstream of the reported reference genes. Three cartilage-specific enhancers (E195, E84 and E70) are indicated in the Sox9 locus.
NXX3.2/BAPX1) was proposed to form an auto-regulatory loop with SOX9 at the onset of chondrogenesis (62) and to be a direct target of SOX9 (63). Nkx3.2 was expressed in RCS cells and featured a TE over its promoter (Figure 5H). This region showed a small peak for SOX6, but none for SOX9, arguing that Nkx3.2 expression was possibly controlled by SOX6, but not by SOX9 in RCS cells. An in vitro study previously proposed that the AT-rich interactive domain-containing protein 5, encoded by Arid5a, might stimulate the transcriptional activity of SOX9 in chondrocytes (64). Arid5a featured a TE bound by SOX6 and SOX9, but no SE (Figure 5I). The SOX trio might thus directly control Arid5a expression in chondrocytes. Wwp2 houses Mir140 in one of its distal introns. Both genes importantly contribute to gene expression in chondrocytes (65–68). SOX9 was proposed to activate Wwp2 in chondrocytes by binding to a promoter site and in hair follicle stem cells by binding to an intronic sequence (30,55). A large SE bound multiple times by SOX6 and SOX9 encompassed Wwp2 and Mir140, and a smaller SE, also bound by the SOX proteins was located upstream of Wwp2 (Figure 5J). These findings corroborated that Wwp2 and Mir140 are major targets of the SOX trio in chondrocytes. Fgfr3 is strongly expressed in growth plate chondrocytes and is essential to prompt cell cycle exit and hypertrophic maturation (69). The Fgfr3 promoter featured one of the few SEs present in RCS cells that were not bound by SOX6 and SOX9 (Figure 5K). Another SE, larger and carrying SOX6 and SOX9 peaks, was located 20–47 kb 5’ of Fgfr3 and 1–28 kb 3’ of Tacc3 (transforming, acidic coiled coil-containing protein 3). The latter gene is active in RCS cells and important in cartilage development (70). These data thus evoked the possibility that this SOX6/9-bound SE might control both Fgfr3 and Tacc3. Runx2 and Runx3 encode RUNT-domain proteins required for growth plate chondrocyte maturation (71). Both SOX6 and SOX9 were bound to multiple enhancers within and around these genes. They included several SEs within and around Runx2 and its overlapping neighbor (Supt3h), and a large SE encompassing the Runx3 body (Figure 5L and M). These results advocated that the SOX trio might directly control Runx2 and Runx3 in growth plate chondrocytes.

We then asked whether markers of chondrocyte differentiation stages distinct from that modeled by RCS cells were bound by the SOX trio in these cells. Col10a1, a marker of chondrocyte hypertrophy, is turned on in SOX trio-positive prehypertrophic chondrocytes. Gdf5 (growth and differentiation factor 5) is co-expressed with the SOX trio in embryonic joint progenitor cells (72,73). Prg4 is a specific marker of SOX trio-expressing joint surface-lining chondrocytes (74). None of these genes was expressed in RCS cells and featured SOX peaks within or around its transcribed region (Supplementary Figure S5D to F). Lastly, we examined genes reported to be targets of SOX9 in hair follicle cells (66). Fzd9 (frizzled homolog 9) and Msrb3 (methionine sulfoxide reductase B3) were highly expressed and had SOX6/9-bound SEs in RCS cells, whereas S100a4 (S100 calcium-binding protein A4) and Inhbb (inhibin beta-B) were hardly expressed in RCS cells and lacked any significant SOX6/9-bound enhancer (Supplementary Figure S5G to J). In conclusion, this analysis of individual genetic loci provided additional insights on important possible actions of the chondrogenic SOX trio. SOX6 and SOX9 mainly bind to genes that are co-expressed with them. These genes include major cartilage structural and regulatory genes, including the SOX trio genes. The SOX proteins often bind multiple enhancers located within, nearby, and sometimes far away from genes. Several instances were highlighted where SOX6/9-bound enhancers might simultaneously control several genes.

The density of SOX6/9-bound enhancers correlates with gene expression levels

Having uncovered that SOX6 and SOX9 are often bound to multiple sets of TEs and SEs within and around gene bodies, especially when gene bodies and their flanking regions are very large, we next asked to which extent the number of SOX6/9 peaks was linked to the length of genetic loci and RNA levels. We defined genetic loci as gene bodies plus 5’ regions (distance between the closer end of the 5’ neighbor and the 3’ end of the gene of interest) and used a customized script to count SOX6/9 peaks embedded in these loci. As we had anticipated, the number of SOX6/9 peaks significantly correlated with the size of genetic loci (Figure 6A and B). The correlation was strong for SE-associated genes (Spearman’s ranked correlation coefficient rs between 0.60 and 0.79) and moderate for genes associated only with TEs (rs between 0.40 and 0.59). Expectedly, the SOX peak density (number of SOX peaks per genetic locus length) was higher for SE-linked genes than for genes linked to TEs only (Figure 6C). In contrast, no significant correlation was found between RNA levels and either genetic locus lengths (Supplementary Figure S6A) or SOX6/9 peak numbers (Supplementary Figure S6B), whether genes were analyzed based on the presence of SEs or TEs only. We thus concluded that the density of SOX-bound enhancers, a characteristic of chondrocyte-specific SEs, likely underlies the expression level of genes rather than the absolute number of SOX-bound enhancers. This explains that large genetic loci, such as that of Acan, house more SEs than small genetic loci, such as that of Col2a1.

SOX trio-dependency of genes associated with SOX tri-bound super-enhancers

ChIP-seq data identified SOX peaks and SEs within and around several genes that had not been previously suggested or proven to be targets of the SOX trio. Vice versa, they also pointed to genes that did not exhibit SOX peaks and SEs in RCS cells, even though they had previously been proposed to be SOX9 targets. In view of these data and because binding of transcription factors to DNA suggests, but does not demonstrate functional consequences on gene expression, we performed RNA in situ hybridization assays in mice with the goal of determining whether these genes depend on the SOX trio for expression in the growth plate in vivo. We generated fetuses in which we induced inactivation of either Sox5/Sox6 or Sox9 in differentiated chondrocytes using an Acan enhancer-driven, doxycycline-inducible Cre-expression transgene (Sox9flATC fetuses and Sox5flATC6flATC fetuses). As expected, Sox5 and Sox6
were expressed robustly in control fetus growth plates, but not in the ATC domain in Sox5fl/flATC/ATC fetuses (Figure 7A). Downregulation of their RNA levels in Sox9fl/flATC/ATC growth plates concurred with ChIP-seq data to conclude that Sox5 and Sox6 are directly dependent upon Sox9 for expression in growth plate chondrocytes. Chst11 and Fgfr3 RNAs were abundant in control growth plate chondrocytes, but not in Sox5/6 or Sox9 mutant cells (Figure 7B). In contrast, Tacc3 RNA was detected at a low level in chondrocytes and adjacent cell types, and no significant difference was appreciable between control and mutant cells. Together with ChIP-seq profiles, these data thus strongly suggested that the SOX trio is directly involved in the high and specific expression of Sox9 in its genetic locus (Figures 5 and 8A). Two genes were identified by our ChIP-seq data and picked region(s) downstream of Sox9 or Sox5/6 (Figure 7C). In contrast, Runx2 expression was reduced upon loss of SOX trio members. Since both genes featured SOX6/9-bound SEs, these data suggested that the SOX trio positively participates in Runx2 and Runx3 expression in growth plate chondrocytes, while being also involved in mechanisms keeping Runx2 expression in check in these cells. Consistent with previous reports (62, 63), we found that Sox9 inactivation in limb bud mesenchyme using a PrxlCre transgene (Sox9fl/fl PrxlCre) precluded skeletogenic progenitors from forming precartilaginous condensations and from expressing of Nkx3.2 (Figure 7D). Interestingly, Nkx3.2 expression was very low in wild-type growth plates and was not detectably changed upon inactivation of Sox5/6 or Sox9 (Figure 7E). Along with ChIP-seq data, these findings thus supported the concept that Nkx3.2 requires Sox9 for expression in prechondrocytes, but is not a significant target of the SOX trio in growth plate chondrocytes. Like Nkx3.2, Arid5a was expressed at a low level in growth plate chondrocytes and inactivation of SOX trio genes had no detectable effect (Figure 7F). Along with the presence of only small peaks for Sox6 and Sox9 and with the absence of SE at the level of Arid5a in RCS cells, these data led us to conclude that Arid5a is probably not a significant target of the SOX trio in growth plate chondrocytes. Altogether, these in vivo data functionally validated predictions made from ChIP-seq data in RCS cells by highlighting that only genes associated with Sox6/9-bound SE(s) were highly expressed and dependent upon the SOX trio in the growth plate.

SOX5 and SOX6 empower SOX9 to activate super-enhancer units

Our data so far have suggested that the SOX trio efficiently activates key cartilage identity genes through binding to SEs. Reporter assays constitute an important, complementary approach to further validate the impact that SOX protein binding to enhancers may have on gene expression. To perform such assays, we selected several genes of interest identified by our ChIP-seq data and picked region(s) displaying the most pronounced peaks for H3K27ac, Sox6 and Sox9 in their genetic locus (Figures 5 and 8A). Two of these regions were classified as TEs and the others as SE subunits. We cloned them in a reporter plasmid upstream of a minimally active Col2a1 promoter (48). When tested through transient transfection in RCS cells, all selected regions were able to act as enhancers (Figure 8B). Interestingly, the TE regions were one to three orders of magnitude less potent than the SE subunits. To assess whether these enhancer activities could be mediated by the SOX trio, we co-transfected non-chondrocytic HEK-293 cells with the reporters and SOX expression plasmids (Figure 8C and Supplementary Figure S7). Importantly, the SOX trio proteins were unable to activate the TEs, but they acted coopera-
**DISCUSSION**

This study has provided novel insights into the actions of the SOX5/6/9 chondrogenic trio. It has revealed that SOX6 and SOX9 often and most efficiently bind genomic sites near one another, but recognize distinct DNA motifs. The number of SOX-bound enhancers greatly varies from gene to gene, correlating in number with the size of genetic loci and in density with gene expression levels. The most remarkable targets of the SOX proteins are SEs associated with active cartilage-specific genes. These genes encode all essential cartilage extracellular matrix components, the SOX trio proteins themselves and key regulatory factors controlling the activity of the trio or their genes.

This study was carried out using RCS cells predominantly. These cells have been instrumental in many previous projects owing to their stable chondrocytic features, but with the caveat that their phenotype was incompletely characterized. The discovery made here that RCS cells are bona fide growth plate proliferating/prehypertrophic chondrocytes establishes them as an excellent tool to study mechanisms specific to the growth plate as well as mechanisms pertaining to all cartilage types. Since growth plate chondrocytes quickly proceed through maturation steps and since wild-type chondrocytes quickly dedifferentiate in culture, one can predict that the faithful growth plate phenotype of RCS cells is stabilized by specific mutations that the cells have acquired during or following their oncogenic transformation and during their chondrogenic selection in vitro (75). Beyond validating RCS cells as a solid experimental model, the complete transcriptome profile of RCS cells and the ChIP-seq data generated here will certainly be resource-
Figure 8. Functional test of SOX trio-bound enhancers. (A) Fold enrichment of SOX6 and SOX9 peaks associated with specific genes. Fold enrichment is calculated as the ratio of read counts obtained for SOX peaks and input samples. Regions corresponding to TEs are shown on the left and regions belonging to SEs are shown on the right. These regions are shown with red asterisks in Figure 5. (B) Reporter activities in RCS cells. Promoter activation folds achieved by enhancer regions were calculated by dividing the activities of reporter constructs containing a promoter and an enhancer region by the activities of constructs containing only a promoter. Data are presented as means with standard deviation of technical triplicates in an experiment representative of at least three independent experiments. (C) Reporter activities in HEK-293 cells forced to express no protein (none), SOX6 and/or SOX9. Data are presented as described in (B). Asterisks indicate the statistical significance of transactivation effects achieved by SOX proteins ($P < 0.05$).

The concept that SOX5/6 and SOX9 work together to effect chondrogenesis was proposed years ago based on results from mutant mouse analyses and molecular assays limited to a few genes (6,19,21,76–78). The present study institutes this concept at the whole-genome scale. SOX6 and SOX9 bind thousands of genomic sites and they do so most efficiently when they bind together to the same enhancers. Previous biochemical assays failed to detect physical contacts between SOX5/6 and SOX9, possibly because they were performed in the absence of a DNA target long enough to reconstitute enhanceosomes (6). One can thus predict that close binding on DNA helps the SOX proteins adopt configurations that allow them to interact with one another or with other partners and that they thereby form stable chondrocyte-specific enhanceosomes. As we found that only two-thirds of SOX9 peaks were associated with SOX6 peaks, one could ask whether the remaining SOX9 peaks were associated with SOX5 peaks. This possibility cannot be presently ruled out, but we believe that the answer is no. SOX5 and SOX6 are indeed highly similar proteins and they display virtually identical DNA-binding and transactivation properties in vitro (6,7). Moreover, the ability of each protein to compensate effectively for the loss of the other in knockout mice strongly suggests that the proteins are largely redundant in chondrocytes and thus that they alternate in the wild-type for binding to genomic sites (19). In contrast to the large number of SEs bound by both SOX6 and SOX9, only a few SEs were bound solely by SOX9 or SOX6. This strongly suggests that the SOX trio proteins fulfill most of their main transcriptional functions in differentiated chondrocytes in concert rather than independently of one another.

All SOX proteins bind with high affinity in vitro to motifs matching or closely resembling the C[A/T]TTG[A/T][A/T] sequence (79). ChIP-seq experiments have defined motifs frequently bound by SOX proteins in vivo that are consistent with this consensus. For instance, SOX2 preferentially binds CATTGTT in embryonic stem cells (80); SOX11 selects the [A/T]TTG motif in mantle cell lymphoma (81); and the SOX6 targets AACAATGG motifs in skeletal myotubes (28). Intriguingly, SOX9 was found to bind DNA motifs in hair follicle progenitors that do not resemble the SOX consensus (66). Using RCS cells and primary chondrocytes, Oh et al. identified a best motif for SOX9 in chondrocytes that matches the top-ranking motifs found in SOX9 peaks in our study (22). Both studies expand, at the genome
scale, the model previously proposed that SOX9 homodimers bind to genomic targets presenting as pairs of inverted SOX sites separated by 3–5 nt (21,56,57). The actual motifs preferentially bind by SOX6 in the genome appear to be distinct from the SOX9 motif and variable. De novo motif analyses proposed an A-rich motif as a first choice and a single-SOX site as a second choice. Complementary EMSAs and reporter assays performed here and in previous studies concur to indicate that SOX6 requires a pair of SOX or SOX-like motifs rather than a single-SOX motif for efficient binding to target gene regulatory sequences. Close analyses of the SE sequences bound by SOX6 and SOX9 and cooperatively activated by these proteins have strengthened this notion and revealed that SOX6 is likely to bind to its genomic targets at pairs of tandem SOX or SOX-like motifs. The paired motifs may either overlap with each other or be separated by a few nucleotides. High flexibility in SOX motif sequence and in pair arrangement likely explains that de novo motif software identified A-rich motifs and single-SOX motifs in SOX6 peaks rather a more defined SOX6-specific motif. CentriMo found central enrichment for the single-SOX motif, but not for the A-rich motif. Close analysis of sequences revealed that SOX9 motifs were often centrally enriched in SOX6 peaks (as well as in SOX9 peaks) and often contained single-SOX motifs. The central enrichment of the single-SOX motif was thus likely contributed by both SOX6 and SOX9. The fact that A-rich motifs were selected by CentriMo based on sequence matches to the de novo motif identified by MEME-ChIP rather than based on actual fitness to the SOX consensus motif may explain why such motifs were not centrally enriched in SOX peaks. The reason why SOX6 is a more accommodating DNA-binding protein than SOX9 may rely on the protein structures. SOX9 has its dimerization domain directly adjacent to its DNA-binding domain (56). This proximity of the two domains likely explains why the two SOX sites can only be 3–5 bp apart in the SOX9 consensus motif. This sequence arrangement places the SOX9 dimer subunits on the same side of the DNA helix, which is likely optimal for protein dimerization. SOX5 and SOX6, in contrast, have their primary coiled-coil dimerization domain >250 residues away from their SOX domain, and their secondary (weaker) coiled-coil domain >60 residues away (6). These features likely allow for great flexibility in the distance between SOX-binding sites recognized by the protein dimers on DNA. Differences reported in other studies for the preferred DNA motifs bound by SOX6 and SOX9 in non-chondrocytic lineages could be due to the methods used to generate and analyze the data. We cannot exclude, however, that they might also be due to true differences between cell types, differences that would likely be imposed by cell type-specific transcriptional partners.

SOX9 and SOX5/6 form a trio that is not only necessary, but also sufficient for chondrogenesis. Their unique ability among SOX proteins to bind DNA as homodimers might waive their need for non-SOX partners to bind DNA efficiently, a mechanism that appears otherwise universal among SOX proteins (79). DNA motif analyses of SOX6 and SOX9 peaks, however, suggest that the transcriptional activities of the SOX trio might be dependent, or at least modulated, by RUNT, zinc-finger and FOX proteins. FOX proteins are pioneer factors that open chromatin at specific genetic loci in several lineages (82,83). Several FOX proteins, namely FOXC1 and FOXC2, are expressed in chondroprogenitors and are critical for skeletogenesis (84–87). These proteins might thus have pioneer functions in these cells. They might act together with the SOX trio, since SOX9 was proposed to act as a pioneer in hair follicle stem cells (30). The presence of RUNT domain binding sites in SOX trio enhancer targets was also described by Oh et al. (22). Zhou et al. (88) showed that RUNX2 and SOX9 interfere with one another in reporter assays in vitro, and they proposed that this mechanism might contribute to the respective abilities of SOX9 and RUNX2 to inhibit and promote growth plate chondrocyte maturation. Together, these data suggest that RUNX2/3 might compete with the SOX trio on cartilage-specific targets. Alternatively, since the SOX trio is actually necessary for chondrocyte maturation, RUNX2/3 might cooperate with the SOX trio proteins, at least on a subset of enhancers, to render the peak of expression observed for many early-chondrocyte markers in proliferating/early-prehypertrophic chondrocytes.

Several groups have put forward the notion that SOX9 might directly repress genes and might have opposite effects at distinct chondrocyte differentiation stages. For instance, SOX9 was proposed to repress Col10a1 in non-hypertrophic chondrocytes (24) but to activate it in prehypertrophic cells (17). SOX5/6 act mainly as repressors in the melanocyte, neuronal and oligodendrocyte lineages, and achieve this action by competing with SOX9 for binding to cis-acting elements (25,26). SOX6 also acts as a repressor in erythroid cells and skeletal myocytes (27,29). We found, however, that SOX6 and SOX9 are rarely associated with histone signatures of transrepression in RCS cells, and we did not detect binding of the proteins within and around Col10a1 and other genes previously proposed to be direct targets of SOX9 at chondrocyte differentiation stages not modeled by RCS cells. This finding is consistent with our finding that SOX9 binds to its recognition motif in the Col10a1 promoter only upon induction of chondrocyte hypertrophy (17). Together, these data thus strongly suggest that the primary role of the SOX trio in growth plate chondrocytes is to transactivate genes.

Our novel observation that RCS cells possess hundreds of SEs and that most of these SEs are bound by the SOX trio and are linked to chondrocyte-specific genes consolidates the notion, so far supported by only a few examples, that such enhancers are hubs for master transcription factors and control key cell identity genes. It is believed that the clustering of enhancers, which defines SEs, allows these enhancers to act synergistically. Our data have also raised the new concept that SEs contain at least one enhancer that is particularly powerful, up to several orders of magnitude stronger than TEs. This finding suggests that this master enhancer might act as a catalyst for the establishment of super-enhanceosomes and calls for complementary studies to fully decode the mechanisms that functionally distinguish SEs from TEs.

We showed that several cartilage-specific genes are linked to very large SOX-bound SEs or multiple typical SOX-bound enhancers, totaling up to two dozens enhancers. This prompts a question on the need for so many enhancers. As
explained above, this enhancer multiplicity may underlie the robustness of SE-mediated gene activation. In addition, we showed that the number of SOX-bound enhancers correlates with the length of genetic loci and that, rather than conferring stronger gene expression, large numbers of SOX-bound enhancers could be necessary to ensure efficient expression of genes embedded in large genetic loci. Multiplication of enhancers might also have occurred evolutionarily to guarantee suitable gene expression even if one enhancer were mutated or to guarantee proper gene expression modulation at specific times and in various locations. Supporting this idea, we recently showed that the Sox9 genetic locus comprises several SOX trio-bound enhancers that display differential activity patterns during chondrocyte differentiation (49) and that deletion of one of the Sox9 SEs affected the Sox9 expression level, but not enough to cause a major disease (60).

The present study broadened evidence that the SOX trio directly controls the genes for all major components of the cartilage extracellular matrix, and it also newly uncovered numerous relationships between the SOX trio and key regulatory genes in cartilage. These targets include Fgfr3. As Sox9 expression was shown to be upregulated by FGFR3 signaling (89,90), our finding suggests the existence of a positive regulatory loop between SOX9 and FGFR3. This loop could contribute to explain that the expression of Sox9 and many of its targets culminates along with that of Fgfr3 in lower columnar/prehypertrophic chondrocytes. Our data also strongly suggest that Runx2 and Runx3 expression is positively controlled by the SOX trio in the growth plate. These data contrast with the upregulation of Runx2 that occurs upon inactivation of the SOX genes in this tissue, and which reflects the switch of growth plate chondrocytes to the osteoblast lineage (17,18). RUNX2 has two hats as a master skeletal transcription factor: it acts (along with RUNX3) to drive growth plate chondrocyte maturation and it is also required (without RUNX3) for osteoblast differentiation. Runx2 expression might be under distinct regulatory mechanisms in these two lineages. The SOX trio might ensure Runx2 (and Runx3) expression in chondrocytes while at the same time repressing osteoblastic mechanisms, namely through blocking canonical/WNT signaling (17). As explained earlier, our data suggest that RUNX2/3 and the SOX trio might cooperatively activate some chondrocyte-specific genes. In this context, the existence of feedback positive loops between their genes would not be surprising. Last but not least, data shown here have newly substantiated the notion that the SOX trio targets its own genes. This finding was expected based on evidence that other master transcription factors directly regulate their own gene expression and based on indirect in vitro and in vivo data suggesting this important property for the SOX trio (15,49,60,61). We recently described four enhancers that are located in the 350-kb genomic domain upstream of Sox9 and that are active at overlapping times during chondrocyte differentiation (49,60). The present study suggests that additional enhancers, both further upstream and downstream of Sox9, might also participate in Sox9 expression in chondrocytes. This result is consistent with evidence that campomelic dysplasia can be caused by chromosomal translocations occurring beyond the 350-kb domain located upstream of SOX9 or downstream of SOX9 (91). The Sox9 gene, like other cartilage genes, including Sox5 and Sox6, is thus likely to be controlled by complex, overlapping mechanisms, including auto-regulation.

In conclusion, this study has significantly increased knowledge of the actions of the SOX5/6/9 chondrogenic trio and it has newly uncovered molecular links in the chondrogenesis regulatory network. It has also raised new questions for future investigations. For instance, it has set a framework for complementary studies to further dissect the actions of the SOX trio at distinct stages of chondrocyte differentiation, in distinct types of cartilage and in other cell lineages. It also invites further studies to uncover transcription factors that are likely to functionally interact positively or negatively with the SOX trio in chondrocyte-specific super-enhancosomes.
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